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Friday, April 26th 2013
9.15 – 9.30 Workshop opening
9.30 – 11.00
Robert Audi (Notre Dame):
The Practical Authority of Normative Beliefs
Chair: Raimo Tuomela (Helsinki)
Break
11.15 – 12.45 John Brunero (Missouri – St. Louis):
Rational Akrasia
Lunch break
14.15 – 15.45 Olav Gjelsvik (Oslo):
Understanding Enkrasia
Break
16.15 – 17.45 Miranda del Corral (UNED):
Against Normative Judgement Internalism

Saturday, April 27th 2013
9.30 – 11.00
John Broome (Oxford):
Enkrasia
Break
11.30 – 13.00 Andrew Reisner (McGill):
The Enkratic Principle
Lunch Break
14.15 – 15.45 Jonathan Way (Southampton):
Intentions, Akrasia, and Mere Permissibility
Break
16.15 – 17.45 Christian Piller (York):
The Bootstrapping Objection

For further information visit http://distortions.univie.ac.at or contact julian.fink@univie.ac.at